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ABSTRACT

Building skin has a major role in protecting the building interior from several elements. The installation of these skins can be easily degraded by poor installation and low-quality site working conditions. Also, a great many factors and activities that impact the quality of installation must be considered during installation. On the other hand, the success of installing building skin depends on the well-implemented implementation of the different installation methods and consideration of the factors that impact the quality of the installation, which lead to decreased material waste and increased skin quality and energy efficiency. This paper reviews the literature studies and results of a case study involving defects in the skin of hotel towers during installation, which resulted in many failures that caused waste of time and materials. Finally, the paper will propose a framework for implementing building skin during installation, specifying the activities and factors that must be considered with proper and timely communication between the members of the project team, which is an essential requirement of a successful installation to achieve a successful project. The friction angle in the direct shear test is less than in the triaxial test by 1.00 to 2.20 degrees.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The success of the several functions of building skin is linked to provide comfort and safe to the occupants of the building [1].

With the advent of new materials, technologies, and people’s constant pursuit of different building appearances, building skin installation becomes bigger and bigger in size and increasingly complex in shape, accompanied by increasing of difficulties in field installation.

In this case, if the installation processes are not well managed, the skin installation activates may not success, thus causing project delay and the waste of resources with decreasing in energy efficiency which is very important for building.

Research conducted by the US Department of Energy found that a well-designed and properly installed building envelope can reduce energy consumption for heating and cooling by up to 20-30% [2].

Also, a study conducted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) found that air leakage through the building envelope can account for up to 40% of heating and cooling costs in buildings [3].

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that improving the building envelope can reduce energy consumption by up to 10-30% [4].

Overall, these studies and initiatives demonstrate that good building envelope installation is a critical factor in achieving energy efficiency in buildings.

Therefore, this paper will propose a framework to improve installing building skin for all parties to the project to be considered with a good supervision in the site reaching the goal of the project.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This paper proposes a framework of implementing building skin during installation which contains its activities and the critical factors that effect on them to know their effects on building skin installation.

This framework is figured out from studding a case study in Egypt for a skin building installation and the theoretical studies.

In alignment with the goals of the research, during the development of the work, the following steps were followed:

The five models studied were the following:
3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Troubles of skin management

During the investigative research into managing building skin installation, were reached the main causes of problems associated with design, manufacture and installation the building skins which can be attributed to poor management and communication. This is manifest as follows [5]:

3.1.1 Design

The main important causes and problems associated in the stage of building skin design as followed:
• Skin responsibility is not determined early enough and sometimes not until site installation. Also, in worst-case scenarios some do not want to take the responsibility
• Contactors are not appointed early enough to aid the design.
• There can be too much "over specification" of the facade, causing complicated and sometimes impossible designs.
• Lack of communication throughout the design stage.
• Incomplete design, especially of the Interface.
• Insufficient design expertise from the specialist contractors[6].

3.1.2 Manufacture

The important causes and problems associated in the stage of building skin manufacture, as followed:
• Lack of understanding the bearing in manufacture and design becomes a problem when the skin specialists do not know the tolerances of the other products".
• Managing the lead times for materials will be on the critical path, as it can take several weeks for delivery. Problems occur when there is a change in design late in the process, there is no consideration for the delays that may happen".
• A building skin system may be complete in manufacture but often has to be altered due to insufficient design of the interface. This is either carried out at site or has to be returned to the manufacturer's factory for the modification[7].

3.1.3 Installation

Architects typically design skin conceptually; however, the manufacturers’ fabricators and suppliers are responsible for the final detailing of the product. Therefore, there is a need for a structural engineer to be part of the process. So due to the fragmentation of the skin process, suggested two actions:
First, sole responsibility and effort is needed for the structural design and performance of the building skin.

Secondly, specialist solutions are needed for specific categories: (durability and integrity of the skin materials and the design of the non-structural facade and the frame) [8].

When the site problems come on the skin installation due sometimes to the nature of the design and not the Installer's inefficiency so the aspects that should be considered before the installation commences as follows:

- Considered the sufficient expansion or compression when designing heavy units
- The ability to install too big panels for the mega skins Fig. (1 (A-B)).
- Accuracy of the structure must be maintained -floor dimensions must be kept within tolerances (ex: curtain wall can only work within certain tolerances).
- The fixings must be realistic for the structural form and for the installation process.
- Inspection and installation of the waterproofing and joints
- Touching materials must be compatible with each other.

Safe construction has been considered. Fig. (2 (A-B))
- If the building leaks the time, it will be at the junction between two differing trades.
- There are "unwritten" rules or assumptions made all the time with skins.

For example, if there are windows Installed Inside precast openings, then the window installer should take the warranty of the facade, but this is rarely written down or agreed. Therefore, the warranty "falls" by default (not by agreement) in the package of the last contractor [9].

- Sealants at the skin tend to be overlooked because there is no clear identification as to whose package they are in
A great many factors impact the quality of installation. Many of these originate in the installation skin process, include [10]:

4.1 Verification that jobs are inspected
It is important to ensure that the skin is installed correctly and performs as designed. There are different ways to verify that building skin installation is inspected [11].
- Building code requirements: Many building codes require that building skins be inspected during and after construction to ensure compliance with code requirements.
- Quality control checks: General contractors or construction managers may conduct quality control checks during skin installation to ensure that the work is being done according to the design plans and specifications.
- Testing and commissioning: Once the building skin’s installed, it should be tested and commissioned to verify that it performs as designed.
- Documentation: Documentation of the installation process and inspections should be kept on file for future reference. This may include photographs, inspection reports, testing results, and other documentation that verifies that the skin was installed correctly [12].

4.2 Verification of installation site conditions
Verifying installation site conditions of a building skin is important to ensure that the skin is installed correctly and will perform as designed. Here is a way to verify installation site conditions of a building envelope:
- Site inspection: A site inspection should be conducted prior to the start of construction to assess site conditions and ensure that they are suitable for the installation of the building envelope. This may include assessing the slope of the site, the presence of nearby vegetation or trees, and the orientation of the building.
- Review of design plans: The design plans for the building skin should be reviewed to ensure that they are appropriate for the site conditions. For example, if the site is in a high-wind area, the design may need to include additional structural reinforcements or cladding fasteners.
- Testing of site conditions: Testing may be conducted to verify site conditions and ensure that they meet the requirements of the building skin design. This may include soil testing to verify the bearing capacity of the site or testing for air infiltration to assess the potential for drafts.
- Documentation: Documentation of site conditions should be kept on file for future reference. This may include photographs, inspection reports, and testing results that verify that the site conditions were suitable for the installation of the building envelope [13].

4.3 Construction Elevators (number - location - protection)
The number, location, and protection of construction elevators for building skin installation will depend on the specific requirements of the project. Following are some considerations for construction elevators during building skin installation:
- Number of elevators: The number of construction elevators needed for building skin installation will depend on the size and complexity of the project as well as the number of workers and materials that need to be transported.
- Location of elevators: The location of construction elevators for building skin installation will depend on the specific requirements of the project.
- Protection of elevators: This may include installing temporary enclosures or covers to protect the elevator from wind, rain, or snow. Additionally, elevators should be secured to prevent unauthorized access or tampering [14].

4.4 Anchors
Anchors help to secure the skin to the building structure and provide support for the weight of the skin materials. Here are main considerations for anchors during building skin installation:
- Type of anchors: There are several types of anchors that may be used in building skin installation, including mechanical anchors, adhesive anchors, and screw anchors.
- Placement of anchors: Anchors should be placed at regular intervals along the skin to ensure that the weight of the materials is evenly distributed and that the skin is securely attached to the building structure.
- Load capacity of anchors: The load capacity of anchors should be specified in the design plans and should be verified during construction to ensure that they meet the required standards.
- Testing of anchors: This may include pull-out testing or other types of load testing to ensure that the anchors meet the required specifications [15].

4.5 Supporting structure
The supporting structure should be designed to meet the specific requirements of the skin materials and the building structure. Following are some considerations for the supporting structure during building skin installation:
- Type of supporting structure: Common types of supporting structures include steel or aluminum framing, wood framing, and masonry walls.
- Design of supporting structure: The design of the supporting structure should be carefully considered to ensure that it meets the specific requirements of the skin materials and the building structure. This may include factors such as the spacing of framing members, the thickness of walls or columns, and the type of connections used to attach the skin materials to the supporting structure.
- Load capacity of supporting structure: The load capacity of the supporting structure should be carefully considered during building skin installation to ensure that it can support the weight of the skin materials and any additional loads such as wind or snow.
- Protection of supporting structure: The supporting structure should be protected from the weather and other hazards that may damage the structure or its contents [16].

4.6 Brackets and fixings
Proper selection and installation of brackets and fixings are critical to ensure that the skin is securely attached and can withstand the required loads and environmental conditions. Following some considerations for brackets and fixings during building skin installation:
- Type of brackets and fixings: There are several types of brackets and fixings that may be used in building skin installation, including mechanical fasteners, adhesive anchors, and brackets that attach to the supporting structure. The specific type of brackets and fixings used will depend on factors such as the weight and size of the skin materials, the type of supporting structure, and the environmental conditions of the installation site.
- Spacing of brackets and fixings: The spacing of brackets and fixings should be specified in the design plans and should be verified during construction to ensure that they are installed correctly.
- Load capacity of brackets and fixings: The load capacity of brackets and fixings should be specified in the design plans and should be verified during construction to ensure that they meet the required standards.
- Protection of brackets and fixings: This may include installing temporary covers or enclosures to protect the brackets and fixings from wind, rain, or snow. Additionally, the brackets and fixings should be secured to prevent unauthorized access or tampering [17].

4.7 Installation of seals
Installing seals in a building skin is an important part of ensuring the building is weather-tight and energy-efficient. Here are the general steps for installing seals:
- Identify the areas where seals are needed: This includes areas such as doors, windows, vents, and any other openings in the building envelope.
- Choose the appropriate sealant: The sealant chosen will depend on the type of material being sealed, as well as the expected movement and exposure to weather. Common sealant materials include silicone, polyurethane, and acrylic.
- Clean the surfaces: The surfaces that will be sealed should be clean and dry. Use a cleaning solution and a scrub brush to remove any dirt or debris.
- Apply the sealant: Apply the sealant in a continuous bead around the perimeter of the opening, making sure to fill any gaps or voids. Use a caulking gun or other appropriate tool to apply the sealant smoothly and evenly.
- Smooth and shape the sealant: Use a tool such as a caulking smoothing tool or a wet finger to smooth and shape the sealant, making sure it is flush with the surrounding surfaces.
- Allow the sealant to dry: The drying time for the sealant will depend on the type of sealant used. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for drying time and curing.
- Check for leaks: Once the sealant has dried, check for any leaks or gaps where the sealant did not adhere properly. If necessary, apply additional sealant to these areas [18].

4.8 Installing the glass
Installing glass as part of the building skin is a critical step in ensuring that the building is weather-tight, energy-efficient, and aesthetically pleasing. Following general steps for installing glass:
- Measure and order the glass: Measure the dimensions of the opening where the glass will be installed and order the glass from a reputable supplier. Make sure to specify the appropriate thickness, type, and any special features such as low-E coatings or insulated glass units.
- Prepare the opening: Check the opening for any irregularities or damage that may need to be repaired before installing the glass.
- Apply sealant: Apply a continuous bead of sealant around the perimeter of the opening where the glass will be installed. The sealant should be appropriate for the type of glass being installed and should provide a weather-tight seal.
- Install the glass: Use shims or other appropriate tools to adjust the position of the glass as needed.
- Secure the glass: Depending on the type of installation, the glass may need to be secured with clips, brackets, or other hardware. Make sure the hardware is appropriate for the weight and size of the glass and is installed according to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Finish the installation: Once the glass is securely in place, apply additional sealant around the perimeter of the glass to ensure a weather-tight installation. Clean any excess sealant from the glass and surrounding surfaces.
- Inspect and test: Inspect the installation for any defects, leaks, or other issues. Test the glass for proper functioning, such as opening and closing smoothly or providing the desired level of insulation.
- Repeat these steps for each area where glass is being installed [19].

4.9 Checking the clamping caps
Clamping caps helping to secure panels or other cladding materials in place and prevent moisture and air infiltration. As following general steps for checking the clamping caps:
- Visual inspection: Check for cracks, breaks, or any other visible defects that could affect the performance of the caps.
- Tightness check: Check the tightness of the clamping caps by using a torque wrench to ensure they are properly tightened to the manufacturer's specifications. Over-tightening can cause damage or deformation, while under-tightening can cause the caps to loosen and compromise the integrity of the cladding system.
- Water test: Use a hose or other water source to simulate rain and observe the cladding for any signs of moisture infiltration. Pay particular attention to areas around the clamping caps, as these can be potential areas for leaks.
- Air leakage test: This can be done using a blower door test or other appropriate method. Pay attention to areas around the clamping caps, as these can be potential areas for air infiltration.
- Maintenance check: Regularly inspect the clamping caps for any signs of damage or wear. Replace any caps that are cracked, broken, or otherwise damaged. Check the tightness of the caps periodically to ensure they remain properly secured [20].

4.10 Tolerances
Tolerances refer to the allowable deviation from the specified dimensions or requirements for a particular component or system. Following some general guidelines for tolerances in building skin installation:
- Panel and cladding tolerances: Panels and cladding materials should be dimensionally accurate and within the specified tolerances for thickness, size, and shape. Any deviations from these tolerances can affect the performance of the system and compromise its integrity.
- Framing tolerances: Framing members should be installed within the specified tolerances for size, spacing, and alignment.
- Window and door tolerances: Deviations from these tolerances can affect the fit and installation of the surrounding cladding materials, as well as the performance of the system in terms of weather-tightness and energy efficiency.
- Sealant tolerances: Deviations from these tolerances can affect the performance of the sealant and compromise the weather-tightness of the system.
- Overall tolerances: This includes tolerances for the size, shape, and alignment of all components and systems, as well as the overall performance of the system in terms of weather-tightness and energy efficiency.

4.11 Gaskets
Gaskets help to provide a weather-tight seal between two components or systems. Here are some general guidelines for installing gaskets in a building skin system:
- Choose the appropriate gasket: The gasket should be appropriate for the intended use and should provide a weather-tight seal.
- Prepare the surfaces: Use a cleaning solution and a scrub brush to remove any dirt or debris.
- Apply the gasket: The gasket should be flush with the surface and should not be stretched or distorted during installation.
- Install the components: Make sure the components are properly aligned and seated, and that any fasteners or hardware are installed according to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Test for leaks: Pay particular attention to areas where gaskets are installed, as these can be potential areas for leaks.
- Maintenance check: Regularly inspect the gaskets for any signs of damage or wear. Replace any gaskets that are cracked, torn, or otherwise damaged. Check that the gaskets are properly seated and aligned, and that they are providing a weather-tight seal [21].
4.12 Window frame construction

Window frame construction provides the structural support for the window and helps to maintain the weather-tight seal between the window and the surrounding cladding materials. Here are some general guidelines for window frame construction:
- Choose the appropriate framing material: The choice of material will depend on factors such as the desired level of insulation, durability, and aesthetics.
- Install flashing: The flashing should be installed in a continuous piece and should overlap the surrounding cladding materials.
- Install the frame: Install the window frame according to the manufacturer's instructions, making sure it is level, plumb, and square. Use shims or other appropriate materials to adjust the position of the frame as needed.
- Insulate the frame: The insulation should be appropriate for the framing material and should be installed according to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Install the window: Install the window sashes according to the manufacturer's instructions and make sure the sashes are properly aligned and sealed to prevent air and water infiltration.
- Seal the frame: The sealant should be appropriate for the framing material and should be applied according to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Test for leaks: Perform a water test or air leakage test to check for any leaks or points of entry for moisture or air. Pay particular attention to areas around the window frame, as these can be potential areas for leaks.

By following these guidelines, you can help ensure that the window frame construction in your building skin system is properly installed and functioning as intended which improve the energy efficiency [22].

4.13 Doors

Doors are an important as they provide access to the building while also helping to maintain the weather-tight seal between the building interior and exterior. Here are some general guidelines for installing doors in a building skin system:
- Choose the appropriate door
- Prepare the opening: The opening should be clean, dry, and free of any debris.
- Install the frame: according to the manufacturer's instructions, making sure it is level, plumb, and square. Use shims or other appropriate materials to adjust the position of the frame as needed.
- Install the door: According to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Insulate the frame: Install insulation around the frame to provide additional thermal insulation and prevent air infiltration. The insulation should be appropriate for the framing material and should be installed according to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Seal the frame: Apply sealant around the perimeter of the frame to provide a weather-tight seal between the frame and the surrounding cladding materials and according to the manufacturer's instructions.
- Test for leaks: Perform a water test or air leakage test to check for any leaks or points of entry for moisture or air. Pay particular attention to areas around the door frame, as these can be potential areas for leaks.

Properly installed doors can help improve the energy efficiency and overall performance of the building, while providing a secure and accessible entry point.

5. Installation issues

Tests on real buildings and laboratory tests on individual components have demonstrated a clear relationship between the standard of cladding installation and air leakage Fig. (4 (A-B)). Indeed, the quality of construction is as important as the specification, since poor
workmanship, such as incomplete runs of sealant or missing fasteners, can ruin the thermal performance of even the highest specification system [23]. The following issues require particular attention:

- Installation sequence
- Fasteners
- Joints and seals
- Details at interfaces.
- Water penetration.

- In terms of Incorrect installation can allow water to enter by any mechanisms even if the skin is designed to prevent water penetration.
- Failure to lap components such as flashings, wrongly fitted gaskets and poor sealant joints will all create openings that allow water to flow into the skin under gravity. If drainage paths are blocked water will pond and overflow (often into the envelope) under the effect of gravity.
- Failure to seal openings that should be sealed and the incorrect fitting of gaskets leaves openings through which the wind can force water.
- Failure to install air seals correctly allows air to pass through the skin and this may carry water into the wall.
- Removal of drips and nibs from the underside of components can allow water to remain attached to the surfaces and run into the skin as a result of surface tension.

Obtaining agreement between the cladding contractor and main contractor on the cladding installation sequence is clearly important in terms of site management and the avoidance of clashes between trades on site. Less apparent is the need to involve the structural engineer in discussions regarding the cladding sequence. However, several key design assumptions rely on the interaction between the structure and envelope.

For this reason, the cladding sequence should be shown on the appropriate contract drawings and any changes should be discussed with the structural engineer, so that the structural implications may be assessed. The cladding installation sequence may also be important in terms of forming the laps between the sheets and obtaining airtight joints at interfaces. Where the cladding manufacturers provide specific recommendations for the installation of their products, these should be followed carefully.

Fig. 4 (A): (Installation issues) Water ingress observed during laboratory static water penetration resistance testing. Source: [1]

Fig. 4 (B): (Installation issues) Unexpected water ingress at a butt joint in the horizontal mullion during the test chamber Source: [1]
6. CASE STUDY

A case study was given to have a proposed framework by the literatures and some interviews with the general contractor, skin engineer and workers in site during building skin installation in the site, to improve process performance, reduce material waste and installation defects during skin installation.

The site being in Cairo, Maadi, it was under construction while preparing the research. It contains two towers connected with a bridge. Fig. 5-6.

Construction started in 2016, the planned completion date is in 2020 in the name of Secon Nile Towers.

The towers will be a hotel and apartment function, owned by Saudi Egyptian Developers and the skin installation company is Alunile.

The project has 23 floors above ground and 2 floors underground over an area of more than 10,000 square meters and the height of these towers is about 72 m. As shown in Fig. 1.

The framework and ideas were presented and explained to the contractor, project manager and skin engineer during the on-site inspection and data collection stages that took over two months (May, June 2020).

All study units were completed to identify the defects and problems of the project during installation building skin by skin project manager, project manager and their objections.

6.1 Case Study Results

Throw the interviews and observation of the construction site during installation building envelope, it was concluded:

1-It must to install the Jensen board on an aluminum unit different from the skin aluminum units but the worker neglects this step and the coordinator approve his work therefore while installing the skin glass sheet it needs this units so resulting west time and need time for rework in this unit. (Worker, coordinator, Failure to follow instructions and construction drawings) Fig. 7, 8.

2-There were water spots on building skin cladding cause of the consultant did not match the drawing with the reality and didn't take with the notes of the designer to make the owner satisfaction with neglecting this result. Fig. 9

3-Cutting and scratch on the glass protector cause of the lack commitment of the Schedule time for construction project. This late was from the owner so it has to hiring another company to repaired the defects which lead to waste in (time, money) Fig. 10.
4-There were scratches on building skin column cladding units cause of the Jebsen boards scaffolding. The worker didn’t care about the cladding column and there weren't enough coordinator about the skin works which lead to re cladding this column. Fig.11,12, 13

5- Broken at the ceiling for the electric wires of seminice company at the building skin side while installation. This problem led to wastes in (time and material) during installing building skin. Fig. 14, 15

6-Extra part in concrete must be removed so that skin engineer gives markers to the contractor to adjust the building skin level and equal the rest of the skin as required which led waste in time. Fig. 16

From the previous observations the researcher proposed a framework to avoid the defects and problems during building skin installation by knowing its processes and activities and consider them whether main or sub processes.
7. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK TO IMPLEMENT BUILDING SKIN DURING ARRIVING MATERIALS.

From the literature and case study the researcher proposed a framework to provide defects and waste during installing building skins. Therefore, the best way to begin this framework is to understand and study the methods of skin installation as it has been explained previously. Then the next two tables explain the proposed framework of implementing building skins during installation.

Following - Table 1 - explain the proposed framework of implementing building skins during installation.

**Table 1. During building envelope installation. Source: Researcher**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checks during Installation</th>
<th>Installation of Seals</th>
<th>Installation Modules</th>
<th>Supporting structure</th>
<th>Bracket Installation</th>
<th>Installation Equipment</th>
<th>Lifting Equipment</th>
<th>Installation Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tolerances and Clearness</strong></td>
<td>- checked before installation</td>
<td>- follow the manufacturer's instructions (Positioning)</td>
<td>- checked after installation.</td>
<td>- verified the connection between the, modules, comply in the area near the male-female fitting, is correct and with the designated material and in compliance with the project design.</td>
<td>- fixed to the main structure.</td>
<td>- fixed to the main structure.</td>
<td>- Follow installation site conditions provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Installation the Glasses</strong></td>
<td>- check the Units that include safety glass used in the correct openings and not swapped with non-safe units</td>
<td>- check the units that have different glasses for the inner and outer panes positioned with the correct face outermost</td>
<td>- check that the glass installed with the correct edge resting on the setting blocks so that all sheets of glass are equally supported</td>
<td>- any errors should be communicated to the Main Contractor for rectification.</td>
<td>- tower crane used when the element is too heavy</td>
<td>- Tower crane</td>
<td>- Not insisting or permitting installation in inappropriate weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Installation of Seals</strong></td>
<td>- ensure the vertical and horizontal positions</td>
<td>- ensure the depth location of the installed, module, comply with the design plan.</td>
<td>- verify the fitting has been executed correctly, to guarantee an efficient and harmless seal for the materials.</td>
<td>- Finished brackets should have the completed bolts marked to indicate correct torque.</td>
<td>- Monorail</td>
<td>- Monorail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Installation Modules</strong></td>
<td>- verify the existence of 1narkings for the anchors.</td>
<td>- verify the fitting has been executed correctly, to guarantee an efficient and harmless seal for the materials.</td>
<td>- must be correctly fixed.</td>
<td>- Hand tools and small items should be secured.</td>
<td>- Automated remote manipulator</td>
<td>- Automated remote manipulator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supporting structure</strong></td>
<td>- fixed to the main structure.</td>
<td>- fixed to the main structure.</td>
<td>- must be correctly fixed.</td>
<td>- Any errors should be communicated to the Main Contractor for rectification.</td>
<td>- Installation by floor crane</td>
<td>- Installation by floor crane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bracket Installation</strong></td>
<td>- finished brackets should have the completed bolts marked to indicate correct torque.</td>
<td>- finished brackets should have the completed bolts marked to indicate correct torque.</td>
<td>- Finished brackets should have the completed bolts marked to indicate correct torque.</td>
<td>- Hand tools and small items should be secured.</td>
<td>- Installation Equipment</td>
<td>- Installation Equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifting Equipment</strong></td>
<td>- Use light lifting equipment for final fixing, with no scaffolding.</td>
<td>- Use light lifting equipment for final fixing, with no scaffolding.</td>
<td>- Use light lifting equipment for final fixing, with no scaffolding.</td>
<td>- Not insisting or permitting installation in inappropriate weather</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-To use this framework there is a very important step which carried out a retrospective evaluation of the achieved process performance and the strategies implemented in order to develop improved procedures for better performance in the future, by using several management tools as:
-This stage is responsible for maintaining consistent successful performance and continuous improvement which involved project management team for an unending top to bottom [26].
The following control chart illustrate the controlled processes that required specialized personnel to conduct quality assessment and benchmarking. These charts contain 4 phases of skin installation in the site on these dates (4/6/2020 - 14/6/2020 - 18/6/2020 20/6/2020) with de-coupling skin erection from other trades.

![Control Chart of the defect percentage during building skin installation in several days.](image)

It can be concluded from the control chart (Fig.17) that there is an improvement in the skin installation process as follow:
- The percentage of defects decreased in the mention days which will decrease material waste and increase energy efficiency.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has presented a proposed framework to implement building skins during installation to avoid defects and problems of it, because any failure or delay in the skin installation cause losses and wastes in time, money, material and labor as well as in human comfort.
To reach this framework the researchers explain the troubles during installation and proposed some solutions to improve them.
To achieve this framework the general contractor and the skin engineer must consider the main and sub activities of implementing building skins during installation by Identification of the activities and factors which effect on implementing building skin which helps to reach the aim of this paper (improve implementing building skins during installation).

**Abbreviations**

NIST    National Institute of Standards and Technology
EPA    Environmental Protection Agency
EEF    Energy Efficiency
BCR    Building code requirements
TC    Testing and commissioning
QC    Quality control checks
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